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In December, the international body governs the rules of name chemical products added four new elements to the periological table. In a swoop, the international union for pure and applied chemistry finally completed the standby row of the peripardic table. Even (June 8), groups that have discovered that these elements were invited to propose new
names, which will pass through a public revision before the purpose acceptance. Japanese researchers have proposed Nihonium (NH) for element 113, named after the Japanese name for Japan. US and Russian researchers proputed Moscovium (MC) for element 115, after Moscow; Tennessine (TS) for element 117, after Tennessee, where one of the
research laboratories is based; and Oganesson (OG) for element 118, after scientist Yuri Oganessian. The only other US state to have received this honor is California, with Californium (CF). Before being proposed, the groups had to become familiar with some strange rules that have been established to name new elements. In summary, here are the
rules: the names should not differ in different languages, and can only be named after a place, a mythological character, a mineral or a property of the element or scientist. Many element names have their origins in Greek or Latin, but also come from French, German, English, Persian, Swedish, Sávrito and other languages. These rules were only
placed in place in 2002, but because they were based on the history of the name of the table, all the elements seem to follow them: Of course, it is not always as sure as the origins are of a name. There are elements like gel (GA), who have a twisted story of naming. Usually, he assumed that the element was named after Gallia, which is Latin for
Franca. But there may have been some words involved. GLÁLY was isolated as a free metal, to Lecoq of Boisbaudran. He could indirectly have called the element after himself, because Lecoq means "Errosaster" in French, and Gallus has the same meaning in latin.Here is the complete list of names counted in the graph above: Named, Li, , C, ne, p, cl,
air, cr, mn, faith, co, ni, zn, br, kr, rb, zr, tc, rh, ag in, sn, sb , Te, cs, xe, ba, la, pr, nd, pm, dy, w, system, go, en, au, tl, pb, bi, rn, ra, ac, pallogmg, cu Ge, Ge, SR, Y, Ru, I, Tb, Ho, Er, Yb, LU, HF, Re, Po, Fr, Sou, BK, CF, DB, HS, DS, LV, NH, MC, tsscientistsm, cm, es, fm, md, no, lr, rf, sg, bh, mt, rg, cn, fl, ogmythologyhe, ti, v, if nb, pd, ce, pr, pm, Tm,
ta, Hg, th, u, np, pumineralb, n, f, al, s, k, ca, cdwe, quartz, are unsatisfied incredibly curious. We bring you the best timely research in science and technology, but in funny you should ask, let's face timely questions. If you have some, send them here. Correct answer: Accompany the latest daily newspaper with the Buzzfeed Daily Newsletter! Google
Research Team Big Picture has created a new interactive infographic to help you explore the periological table. It has not gained no beauty contest, but it is a simple way to visualize the tremendous layers of data lurks within one of the most recognizable graphics in the world. See the interactive infographic infographics design of the table was
created by Dmitri Mendeleev in 1863, organizing the elements then known as Number of Elérés. Inspired by a graph that dimensioned the elements to reflect its ability, large photo frame shows how much of each element exists in a variety of places. By clicking on the left filters, the table resizes according to the Menção elements in books and how
much it is found in the human body, the sea, sun and the earth's crust. The graphic also adjusts to represent the volume of the inmoses. The whole graph can be seen as a 3D bar graph or as cubes, while another configuration beautifully and simply The number of ElÃ © tronses in every stream, revealing the logic of Mendeleev's original design. Have
fun, nerds. The size of the element arts can be In terms of stirred ray or ionic ray. In both cases, there is a periological table tendency. Periodic table showing the relative sizes of elements based on sound radius data. Todd Helmenstine This special peripardic table shows the relative size of the components of peripardic table elements based on sound
radius data. Each art is shown in relation to the largest articles, sodium. You can download a PDF version of the table for printing. The size of the neutral articles is removed from the sound radius, which is half the distance between two arts that are only touching us. If you look at the table, you can see that there is a clear tendency in stirred
lightning. The sound radius is one of the periological properties of the elements. When descending a group of elements (column), the size of the arts increases. This is because each atom approaches more the column has more plots and non-nuthors and also wins an additional electronic energy shell. As you move through an element period (line), the
overall size of the arts decreases slightly. Even if the arts even more right have more plants, non-Nutrons and Elém, the external shell is the same. The increase in the number of plants exerts a stronger positive charge by pulling the Elérons toward the Normal. Easy graphic to use periological table tendencies Get essential facts on the first 20
elements, all in a convenient location, including the name, at Ágive Number, ATMICA, Symbol element, Group and configuration Elér estrons. If you need detailed facts about these elements or any of the highest numbers, start with the peripádica table click. Hydrogen is a non-metallic and colorless rods under ordinary conditions. It becomes an alkali
metal under extreme pressure. Number: 1 Symbol: H Atomic Mass: 1.008 Elém Settings: 1S1 Group: Group 1, S-Block, Non-Metallio Julius Adamek / Eyeem Is Images HÃ © © a light and colorless gás forming a colorless liquid. Coupling: 2 Symbol: it Massa At�mica: (2) Elém Settings: 1S2 Group: Group 18, S-Block, Bloomberg of Nobre Gás Creative
Photos / Getty Images The Trehio It is a reactive silver metal. Coupling: 3 Symbol: Li atomic Mass: 6.94 (6,938 â € 6,997) Elém Configuration: [HE] 2S1 Group: Group 1, S-block, Alcali Metal Myriam Borzee / Getty Images Beryllium is a bright gray white metal. Coupling: 4 Symbol: Being Mass: 9.0121831 (5) Elés Settings: [It] 2S2 Group: Group 2, SBlock, Alkaline Earth Metal Bloomberg Creative Photos I / Getty Images Boron is a gray solid with a metallic glow. Coupling: 5 Symbol: B Attica Pasta: 10.81 (10,806 â € "10.821) Elém Configuration: [HE] 2S22 2P1 Group: Group 13, p-block, metalloid Natalya Danko / Eyeem / Getty Images takes several shapes. It is usually a gray or black solid,
although the diamonds can be colorless. Number: 6 Symbol: C ATEMIC MASS: â € 12,0116) Elém Configuration: [HE] 2S2222 Group: Group 14, p-block, usually a non-metal, although it is sometimes considered a library of metalloids getty images Nitrogen is a colorless goats under ordinary conditions. It cools to form liquid shapes and colorless
solids. ATMOCY: 7 Symbol: N Attica Pasta: ã, 14.007 Electrane Settings : [HE] 2S - 2P3 Group: Group 15 (PONDOGENS), Block P, Oxygen No Metallic is a colorless Gás. Your liquid is blue. Oxygen Sólido can be any of the vain Rias colors including red, black and metal. Number to "Symbol: 8thmic mass: ã, 15,999 or 16.00 Electron Configuration: [HE]
2S 2P4 Group: Group 16 (calcogenic), p-block, not metallic john cancalosi i pictures of getty fluorine It is a pale yellow and liquid yellow silky yellow. The solid may be opaque or translic. Coupling: 9 Symbol: F Atomic Mass: ã, 18.998403163 (6) Elés Configuration: [HE] 2S 2P5 Group: ã, Group 17, P-Block, Neon is a colorless goats that emits a
character orange-red shine featured when excited in a brief field. Coupling: 10 Symbol: NE Massa At�mica: ã, 20,1797 (6) (6) Configuration: [HE] 2S22 2P6 Group: Group 18, p-block, noble sapidally softened and silver white metal. At ÁguaMico: 11 Symbol: in the Attica Pasta: 22.98976928 (2) Elém Configuration: [NE] 3S1 Group: Group 1, S-Block,
Alkali Metal Helmut Feil I / Getty Magnecy Images is a bright gray metal. Coupling: 12 Symbol: Mg Atomic Mass: 24.305 Elém Configuration: [NE] 3S2 Group: Group 2, S-Block, Aluminum Alkaline Earth Metal Bloomberg Creative Photos / Getty Images Aluman It is a soft, silver, non-magnetic metal. Number: 13 Symbol: AL Atomic Mass: ã,
26.9815385 (7) Elém Configuration: [NE] 3S2 3P1 Group: Group 13, P-block, considered a metal for transition Or sometimes a metalloid Alfred Pasieka / Science Photo Photo Getty Images Silicon is a hard crystalline and blue-blue silicide that has a metallic glow. Coupling: 14 Symbol: Si Atomic Mass: 28.085 Elém Configuration: [NE] 3S2 3P2 Group:
Group 14 (carbon group), block P, Block Metalloid is a Sólido Under ordinary conditions, but it takes several forms. The most common are white fanforus and red fossor. Number: 15 Symbol: P ULT Atomic Mass: ã, 30.973761998 (5) Elém Configuration: [ne] 3S2 ã, 3P3 Group: Group 15 (pnicious), P-block, generally considered A non-metal, but
sometimes a metal Edwin Remsbergi / Getty Images The sulfur is a yellow solid. Coupling: 16 Symbol: S Casta At�mica: ã, 32.06 Elém Settings: [ne] 3S2 ã, 3p4 Group: Group 16 (CALCOGENS), POCK OF P, NONMETAL GALITSKAYA / GETTY Images Chlorine is a green-yellow pale rated under ordinary conditions. Its liquid shape is bright yellow.
Number: 17 Symbol: CL Atomic Mass: ã, 35.45 Electron Configuration: [ne] 3S2 ã, 3p5 Group: Group 17, P-block, Halogan Pramote Polyamate is images argon is a colorless gÃ © , Liquid and Sólido. It sends a bright lilacal glow when excited in a brief field. Coupling: 18 Symbol: ARTA ATMICA MASS: 39.948 (1) Elém Configuration: [NE] 3S2 3P6
Group: Group 18, p-block, noble Aleksei vel. / Getty Images Potássio is a reactive metal, silver. Coupling: 19 Symbol: K Massa At�mica: 39.0983 (1) Elém Configuration: [AR] 4S1 Group: Group 1, S-Block, Alkali Metal Seksan Mongkhonkhamsao is images Cálcio It is a weak silver metal with a yellowish mold. Number: 20 Symbol: CA Attica Mass:
40.078 (4) Elés Settings: [AR] 4S2 Group: Group 2, S-block, metal alkaline metal metal
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